... with 4k on the horizon and wide open lenses, pulling focus becomes even more demanding. Easyfocus is the answer in a challenging environment ...

... being an eager cinematographer himself, tech wiz Fritz Gabriel Bauer AAC has always been looking for practical solutions in his camera and accessories design, e.g. the Moviecam Compact, the Moviecam SL and the Arricams. The Easyfocus follows that tradition ...

... remote camera positions, challenging long lens shots, camera car operations, Easyfocus takes the challenge out of the equation ...
FIRST AC’S BEST FRIEND

Easyfocus is the very first distance measurement tool combining an extremely precise reader with a touchscreen.

Invented by Fritz Gabriel Bauer AAC, famous for designing MOVIECAM and ARRICAM lines of cameras, Easyfocus revolutionizes the art of focus pulling.

Never has it been easier and more precise to focus in delicate setups with cranes, rigs, remote heads etc. As images get sharper it’s comforting to know that for the perfect focus you’ll need one take only.

STAY IN FOCUS

Easyfocus features five powerful focus modes to fulfill every need on set.

- **FOCUS MODE**
  No need for tape measure, place the cursor on a target and click the mouse. Easyfocus automatically shifts the focus to the measured distance.

- **RAMPING MODE**
  Focus will be shifted from focus point A to B in a predetermined duration time (0.1 to 9.9 sec).

- **MANUAL MODE**
  Easyfocus provides the measuring distances and everything else is up to the lens control system and focus puller.

- **TRACKING MODE**
  The most powerful mode allows to follow an object with the cursor and Easyfocus continuously shifts focus in real time.

- **MAP SCAN**
  Allows to measure a set in order to create a topographic map. Save, view and export distances and 3D data for further use for CGI, prints, etc …

EASY ON YOUR EQUIPMENT

**WORKS WITH ALL MAJOR LENS CONTROL SYSTEMS**

Easyfocus is compatible with the major lens control systems. Just plug it into your Cmotion, Preston Cinema or ARRI LCS System and get going.

**SUPPORTS ALL KINDS OF LENSES**

Easyfocus comes packed with a lens data library. Got a lens not already in the system? Just use the simple wizard to adopt any lens into the system.

**FOCUS IS JUST A CLICK AWAY**

Easyfocus can be operated via touchscreen, mouse or pen. Connection to the camera is available hardwired or wireless.